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May 9, 1974

Sisters and brothers,

Here is PRAIRIE FIRE, our political ideology -a strategy for
anti-imperialism and revolution inside the imperial US. It comes out of our
own practice of the last five years and reflects a diversity of experiences.
This paper is not the product of one or two people, nor even a small handful
of us. Rather PRAIRIE FIRE represents the politics and collective efforts of
an organization. It has been the focus of our study groups and our political
education. It has been chewed on and shaped in countless conversations,
struggles and written pages. It has travelled around the country, growing,
developing thru the attempt to understand the shape of world forces and the
revolutionary possibilities before us. The paper was rewritten four times and
collectively adopted as the political statement of the Weather Underground.
The twelve-month process of writing PRAIRIE FIRE, squeezed between
on-going work and practice and action, has now reached a kind of end-point.
A cycle is done.

We undertook this analysis to explain the changes in US and world
conditions since the Vietnam ceasefire and to evaluate the consequences of
the Vietnamese victory. We have come some distance in evaluating the
political situation, the priorities for revolutionary work since we began this
writing. Now many more revolutionaries will need to shape and change the
paper. The politics cannot be realized unless and until the content of the
program is activated in thousands of situations, among thousands of people
in the coming period. PRAIRIE FIREwill be a growing thing.

We hope the paper opens a dialectic among those in the mass and
clandestine movements; we hope people will take PRAIRIE FIRE as
seriously as we do, study the content and write and publish their views of
the paper as well as their analysis of their own practice. We will respond as
best we can.

Our movement urgently needs a concrete analysis of the particular
conditions of our time and place. We need strategy. We need to battle for a



correct ideology and win people over. In this way we create the conditions
for the development of a successful revolutionary movement and party. We
need a revolutionary communist party in order to lead the struggle, give
coherence and direction to the fight, seize power and build the new society.
Getting from here to there is a process of coming together in a disciplined
way around ideology and strategy, developing an analysis of our real
conditions, mobilizing a base among the US people, building principled
relationships to Third World struggle, and accumulating p~actice in struggle
against US imperialism.

PRAIRIE FIRE is written to communist-minded people,
independent organizers and anti-imperialists; those who carry the traditions
and lessons of the struggles of the last decade, those who join in the struggles
of today. PRAIRIE FIRE is written to all sisters and brothers who are
engaged in armed struggle against the enemy. It is written to prisoners,
women's groups, collectives, study groups, workers' organizing committees,
communes, GI organizers, consciousness-raising groups, veterans, community
groups and revolutionaries of all kinds; to all who will read, criticize and
bring its content to life in practice. It is written as an argument against those
who oppose action and hold back the struggle.

PRAIRIE FIRE is based on a belief that the duty of a revolutionary
is to make the revolution. This is not an abstraction. It means that
revolutionaries must make a profound commitment to the future of
humanity, apply our limited knowledge and experience to understand an
ever-changing situation, organize the masses of people and build the fight. It
means that struggle and risk and hard work and adversity will become a wayof
life, that the only certainty will be constant change, that the only
possibilities are victory or death.

We have only begun. At this time, the unity and consolidation of
anti-imperialist forces around a revolutionary program is an urgent and
pressing strategic necessity. PRAIRIE FIRE is offered as a contribution to
this unity of action and purpose. Now it is in your hands.

for the Weather Underground

Bernardine Dohrn

Billy Ayers

Jeff Jones

CeliaSojourn
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I. ARM THE SPIRIT

That is good, because revolutionary spirit must always
be present, revolutionary spirit must reveal itself. We must
arm our spirit. When. the spirit is armed, the people are strong.

Fidel Castro
Santiago, Chile

November 29, 1971

The unique and fundamental condition of this time is the decline of
US imperialism. Our society is in social and economic crisis and assumptions
about the US are turned on their heads. These are hard conditions to live
through. But they are favorable for the people and for revolution.

These conditions of constant change demand the weapon of theory.
Like people everywhere, we are analyzing how to bring to life the potential
forces which can destroy US imperialism.

We are a guerrilla organization. We are communist women and men,
underground in the United States for more than four years" We are deeply
affected by the historic events of our time in the struggle against US
imperialism.

Our intention is to disrupt the empire ... to incapacitate it, to put
pressure on the cracks, to make it hard to carry out its bloody functioning
against the people of the world, to join the world struggle, to attack from
the inside.

Our intention is to engage the enemy ... to wear away at him, to
harass him, to isolate him, to expose every weakness, to pounce, to reveal his
vulnerability.

Our intention is to encourage the people ... to provoke leaps in
confidence and consciousness, to stir the imagination, to popularize power,
to agitate, to organize, to join in every way possible the people's day-to-day
struggles.

Our intention is to forge an underground ... a clandestine political
organi~ation engaged in every form of .struggle,protected from the eyes and
weapons of the state, a base against repression, to accumulate lessons,
experience and constant practice, a base from which to attack.
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THE BANNER OF CHE

The only path to the final defeat of imperialism and the building of
socialism is revolutionary war. Revolution is the most powerful resource of
the people. To wait, to not prepare people for the fight, is to seriously
mislead about what kind of fierce struggle lies ahead.

Revolutionary war will be complicated and protracted. It includes
mass struggle and clandestine struggle, peaceful and violent, political and
economic, cultural and military, where all forms are developed in harmony
with the armed struggle.

Without mass struggle there can be no revolution.
Without armed struggle there can be no victory.
It will not be immediate, for the enemy is entrenched and

intractable. It will require lengthy, deliberate political and armed struggle
to build the organized power of the people and to wear away at the power of
the enemy. Many people have given their lives in this struggle and many
more will have to. Paradoxically, this protracted struggle is the shortest and

. least costly road to revolution.
We are at an early stage, going from small to large. The mass armed

capability which will destroy the enemy has its beginnings in armed action.
It matures unevenly, with setbacks and at great cost. It will not spring
full-blown on the scene at the magical moment of insurrection. We cannot

leave the organizing and preparation for armed struggle to some more perfect
ftlture time. It would be suicidal. There is no predetermined model for
revolution -we are always figuring it out. But for some, armed struggle is
always too soon, although it is underway here and around the world.
, We made. the choice to become a guerrilla organization at· a time
when the Vietnamese were fighting a heroic people's war, defeating half a
million US troops and the most technologically advanced military power. In
our own hemisphere, Che Guevara urged that we "create two, three, many
Vietnams," to destroy US imperialism by cutting it off in the Third World
lentaele by tentacle, and opening another front within the US itself. At
h()me, the struggle and insurrection of the Black liberation movement
heightened our commitment to fight alongside the determined enemies of
the empire.

This defined our international responsibility and our duty as white
revolutionaries inside the oppressor nation. We are part of a wave of
revolulion sparked by the Black liberation struggle, by the death of Che in
Bolivia in 1967, and by people's war in Vietnam. This period forged our
belief in the revolutionary necessity of clandestine organization and armed
slruggle.

WHY IS REVOLUTION NECESSARY

Revolution is a fight by the people for power. It is a changing of
power In which existing social and economic relations are turned upside
down. lL is a fight for who run things, in particular, for control by the
people of what we communists call the means of production -the means by
whieh people eat, work, protect themselves from the cold and the rain, get
around, raise children and build.
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The imperialists now control the means by which these necessities of
get produced and distributed. They determine what gets produced,

'2t cost in human effort, under what conditions, and who gets what's
,."ed. This is complete control over people's lives. It is economic power

~ -"~rmore. It involves and implicates people in a system over which they
c ]jttle control; a system which includes unprecedented slaughter

... lgh continuous wars, genocide, the violent suppression of Black, Puerto
".n. Chicano, and Indian people, the subjugation of women, daily control
: C'xtraction of maximum profit from the people's work, the development
:c fantastic arsenal of weapons (including nuclear arms) in the control of

•• c. imperialists. It intimately affects day-to-day behavior -thoughts, values,
~.ontial and hopes. ,

Only the pressure of the struggle of the mass of people humanizes
_~~~ystem at all.

o It is an illusion that imperialism will decay peacefully. Imperialism
- :c~ meant constant war. Imperialists defend their control of the means of life

ith terrible force. There is no reason to believe they will become humane or
-.olinquish power. As matters deteriorate for imperialism, there is every
~.oa~on to believe they will tighten control, pass their contradictions on to

people, and struggle for every last bit of power. To not prepare the
people for this struggle is to disarm them ideologically and physically and to
perpetrate a cruel hoax.

IN THE EARLY STAGES

Armed struggle has come into being in the United States. It is an
indica tion of growth that our movement has developed clandestine
organizations and that we are learning how to fight.

The development of guerrilla organization and armed activity against
the state is most advanced in the Black community, where the tradition and
necessity for resistance is highest. The crises of the society provide the
training grounds; for Third World people the conditions of prison, the
army, the streets and most oppressive jobs produce warriors, political
theorists, and active strategists.

The Black Liberation Army -fighting for three years under ruthless
attack by the state- the fighters in prisons, and recently the Symbionese
Liberation Army are leading forces in the development of the armed struggle
and political consciousness, respected by ourselves and other revolutionaries.

At this early stage in the armed and clandestine struggle, our forms
of combat and confrontation are few and precise. Our organized forces are
small, the enemy's forces are huge. We live inside the oppressor nation,
particularly suited to urban guerrilla warfare. We are strategically situated in
the nerve centers of the international empire, where the institutions and
symbols of imperial, power are concentrated. The cities will be a major
battleground, for the overwhelming majority of people live in the cities; the
cities are our terrain.

We believe that carrying out armed struggle will affect the people's
consciousness of the nature of the stFUggle against the state. By beginning
the armed struggle, the awareness of its necessity will be furthered. This is no
less true in the US than in other countries throughout the world.
Revolutionary action generates revolutionary consciousness; growing

3



consciousness develops revolutionary action. Action teaches the lessons of
fighting, and demonstrates that armed struggle is possible.

We are building a foundation. In four years of armed work, we have
come to appreciate the complexity of doing it right and the difficulty of
sustaining it. These are contradictions we are working with:

-We live in a whirlwind; nonetheless, time is on the side of the
guerrillas. Fighting the enemy is urgent, and we have a duty to do all we can.
Yet it takes time to win the people's trust; it takes time to build an
organization capable of surviving the hunt; it takes time to recover and learn
from mistakes, 'to prepare, train, study and investigate. This is an
observation. It is not offered as an argument for delay.

- There is constant resolution between carrying forward the struggle
and th-e necessity of preserving valuable cadre and supporters. Sometimes
this is not a matter of choice -the guerrillas are forced, because of the
tortare and murder committed by the repressive apparatus, to escalate and
move beyond what can be immediately sustained.

-Armed struggle brings the resistance to a sharper and deeper level
of development. The greater the resistance, the greater will be the force
and scope of the state repression brought to bear upon the people. When
resistance is at a high level, the enemy takes measures against the people. But
treading lightly will not assuage the rulers. Violent repression is built into the
status quo. Guerrilla strategy has to resolve the contradiction between the
necessary progress of the struggle and what the people can sustain at any
given time.

-Armed actions push forward people's consciousness and
commitment; they are a great teacher and example. Yet they must be clearly
understandable to the people, identify our enemy precisely, and overcome
his massive lies and propaganda.

Attacks by the Weather Underground have been -focused and
specific. These actions were a catalyst for thousands of politically-directed
armed actions between 1970 and 1972, almost all of which complemented
mass struggles.

These bombings were carried out by the Weather Underground:
- To retaliate for the most savage criminal attacks against Black and

Third World people, especially by the police apparatus:
•• Haymarket police statue, Chicago, October 1969 and October 1970;
•• Chicago police cars, following the murder of Fred Hampton and

Mark Clark, December 1969;
•• New York City Police Headquaters, June 1970;
•• Marin County Courthouse, following the murder of Jonathan

Jackson, William Christmas and James McClain, August 1970;
•• Long Island City Courthouse, in Queens, in solidarity with prison

revolts taking place in New York City, October 1970;
•• Department of Corrections in San Francisco and

Office of California Prisons in Sacramento, for the murder of
G~orge Jackson in San Quentin, August 1971;

•• Department of Corrections in Albany, N.Y., for the murder and
assault against the prisoners of Attica, September 1971;

•• 103rd Precinct of the New York City police, for the murder of
10-year-old Clifford Clover, May 1973 ...
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-To disrupt and agitate against US aggression and terror against
Vietnam and the Third World:

•• Harvard war research Center for International Affairs, Proud Eagle
Tribe (women's brigade), October 1970;

•• US Capitol, after the invasion of Laos, March 1971;
•• MIT research center, William Bundy's office, Proud Eagle Tribe

(women's brigade), October 1971;
•• The Pentagon, after the bombing of Hanoi and mining of the

harbors of North Vietnam, May 1972;
•• Draft and recruiting centers;
•• ROTC buildings;
•• ITT Latin America Headquarters, following the fascist

counter-revolution in Chile, September 1973 ...
- To expose and focus attention against the power and institutions

which most cruelly oppress. exploit and delude the people:
•• National Guard Headquarters, Washington, D.C., after the murders

at Jackson State and-Kent State, May 1970;
•• Presidio Army Base and MP Station, San Francisco, July 26, 1970;
•• Federal Offices of HEW (Health, Education and Welfare), (women's

brigade), San Francisco, March 1974;
•• Liberation of Timothy Leary trom California Men's Colony, San Luis

Obispo, September 1970 ...

Mass struggle and movements are not mere spectators in
revolutionary war; armed struggle cannot become a spectacle. It is the
responsibility of mass leaders and organizations to encourage and support
revolutionary armed struggle, in open as well as quiet ways. Actions are more
powerful when they are explained and defended. The political thrust of each
armed intervention can be publicly championed and built on. Parallel mass
support will further both the mass and military struggle.

There are many f!lces to militant resistance and fighting, a
continuum between guerrilla and mass work. An examination of recent
history points to: acts of resistance ... draft card burnings, sabotage in the
military, on the jpb, in government, and attacks on the police; ~
demonstrations ... Marches on the Pentagon, Stop the Draft Week, African
Liberation Day rallies, International Women's Day marches, Chicano
Moratorium marches; demands for coptrol and power through seizures of
institutions ... community control of hospital~ and schools, occupations of
land such as Wounded Knee, or symbols such as the Statue of Liberty,
People's Park, prison rebellions and takeovers; clandestine

~ropaganda ... spray painting, pouring blood on draft files, the Media, Pa.BI ripoff; 0 ular rebellion ... Watts, Detroit, Chicago, Cleveland, Newark;
outra e ex resse violent! and collective! .. , Jackson/Kent/Cambodia,
bank urning at Isla Vista, TDA's, Days of Rage.

There are connecting lines between these different forms of fighting.
All are forms of resistance by the people, and forms of attack against the
state. Militancy and armed struggle are consistent threads in revolutionary
movements -they cannot be wished or forced away. They will continue to
be practiced as long as imperialism exists. Together they constitute the
fullness of revolutionary war;
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The greater part of the revolution remains before us. We need to
evaluate our strengths and weaknesses to go on from here. Our present
strategy is rooted in our interpretation of the struggles of the last fourteen
years.

THE SIXTIES

Denunciations of the struggles of the sixties as a failure do the
enemy's work. These surrenders are a live burial of our people's great
moments, and weaken the future by poisoning the lessons of the past. The

movement produced some of the highest expressions of international
solidarity and commitment in an oppressor nation. Weaknesses there were
plenty. We cannot evade them, ignore them nor be reluctant to learn from
them. But the lessons won't be drawn apart from the context -where we
were coming from and how far we still have to go to revolutionize ourselves
and society.

ACHIEVEMENTS

The struggles of the 60's changed everything, and we strongly affirm
the general thrust and direction of the politics and movements of the last
decade. The achievements only represent beginnings, but they are not small:

Desanctification of the empire. The lesson that the US imperial
system is not permanently superior, not invincible even at the height of its
power, not loved by the people of the world, and not satisfying the needs of
the great majority of the US people -this is of incalculable importance to
the awakening of consciousness. In this year of cynicism about the US rulers
it is hard to remember the power of the myths of US invincibility and
democracy which governed our people at the beginning of the 60's.
Although US global aims had already been rocked by the success of the
Chinese Revolution in 1949, the struggles for African independence through
the 1950's and the failure to win in Korea, the implications of all this were
not known by the US people. The forces unleashed at Little Rock and
Montgomery and the triumph of the Cuban Revolution were already
burrowing away at the edifice of US superiority, yet we were still asleep.

People now see that imperialism is warlike, with an economy based
on the arms race, defense spending and a need to support expansion with the
bloodiest interventions in history. People understand corporate greed: the
criminal policies of ITT, United Fruit, Standard Oil, Gulf Oil, Dow
Chemical, Chase Manhattan, Safeway, and Honeywell. People can now see
the hypocrisy of US freedom, justice and democracy -high sounding words
masking the fact of US exploitation, aggression and counter-revolution.

Material contribution to Vietnamese victor. The anti-war
movement ma e a Slgrlllcant contn utlOn towar orcing the US
government to withdraw troops from Vietnam. As part of the worldwide
united front against imperialism our movement helped prevent the use of
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nuclear weapons against Vietnam, a major assault on the dike system, or an
invasion of the North. The ruling class is not restrained by scruples -only by
their estimation of the political consequences of their actions. The imperial
army became an unreliable tool of domination. There were serious
interruptions in the functioning of the draft. In addition, part of the anti-war
movement saw through the blinders of national chauvinism and brought a
glimpse to the US people of the righteousness and humanity of the so-called
"enemy."

OPtosition to racism. The spirit of resistance inside the US wasrekindledy Black people. The power and strategy of the civil rights
movement, SNCC, Malcolm X, and the Black Panther Party affected all other
rebellion. They created a form of struggle 'called direct action; awoke a
common identity, history and dignity for Black people as a colonized and
oppressed people within the US; drew out and revealed the enemy through a
senes of just and undeniable demands such as the vote, equal education, the
right to self-defense, and an end to Jim Crow. The police, the troops, the
sheriffs, the mass arrests and assassinations were the official response. The
Black movement was pushed forward into a revolutionary movement for
political power, open rebellion and confrontation with the racism of white
people and the racism of institutions.

Growth of insur ent cultures. Young women and men fighting to be
human emgs m t, e ml st 0 isgusting and crushing social forms found
ourselves in opposition to empire. Since World War II imperialism sought to
tame its youth thru tracked education, the draft, the oppression of
women. These conditions produced a profound alienation in work, school,
family, and an openness to revolutionary alternative. The youth revolt and
the women's movement moved practically an entire generation on one level
or another. This means a substantial sector was torn away from sexist and
competitive culture and gave birth to new cultures, fragile but real -cultures
in opposition to the system. The overthrowing of rotten values of male
supremaey, consumerism, passivity, respectability and the rat race, was a
wonderful advance. For women working, for women forced into the
marriage marketplace, trapped in oppressive relationships, raising children
alone, the women's movement brought a new sense of self-worth and
dignity; it explained the conditions of women's oppression. We began to
create solidarity among women.

Chanen~e to inaction. We inherited a deadening ideology ofconformity an gradualism. Our first protests were law-abiding and
peaceful. But the treacherous nature of US power was revealed as we began
to comprehend Hiroshima, napalm, slavery, lynching, capital punishment,
rape, Indian reservations. We came to see that change is violently opposed
every step of the way. We stood up and defied propriety, the state and the
law, in street demonstrations and outrageous actions. Militant confrontation
politics transformed us, we broke with a powerless past. We SR\V popular
uprisings, armed revolution, people's war, and guerrilla combat around the
world. We realized the power of armed self-defense, mass rebellion and
revolutionary violence in the Black movement. As our own protest elicited
teargas, prison and bullets, we recognized the need to fight and the terrible
cost of not doing all we possibly can. .
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TURNING POINT

The year 1968 was a high point and a turning point. It is not
surprising that the maturing of the movement took place at a time when the
world was in flames. 500,000 US troops were dealt a staggering blow by the
Vietnamese popular forces during Tet. Armed struggle raged throughout
Latin America and the Palestinian liberation forces emerged in the Mideast.
Student movements in France and throughout the industrialized world were
in full revolt, challenging their own governments and demonstrating open
solidarity with the people of the world. The Cbinese Cultural Revolution was
unleashing a new dimension to class struggle.

The movement emerged with a growing revolutionary consciousness
that it was involved in a battle for power. This grew out of experience. Black
Power had become the slogan for the Black liberation movement, and its
political thrust transformed the civil rights movement. Black power was
applied in persistent struggles for community control of schools, in
rebellions in 60 cities following the assassination of Martin Luther King, by
Black students occupying universities, sometimes with arms, and in the
emergence of-the Black Panther Party.

We also came to recognize that issues which once seemed separate
had a relationship to one another. Imperialism was "discovered" as a whole,
one system. This was a tremendous political breakthrough -it made sense of
the world and our own experience. The same school which tracked students
by sex, race and c1assinto the appropriate niche, turned out to own slums in
the Black community an.d to develop anti-personnel weapons and strategies
against revolution- to be in fact a tool of the corporations and the military.

We were up against a ruling class, and it made no sense to ask them
to reform themselves. Our rebellion had led us to revolution -a long and
many-sided struggle for power.

SDS was a leading anti-imperialist organization in this movement.
Historically, students play an advanced and militant role in anti-imperialist
struggle, opposing war and racial injustice. The revolt at Columbia. University
was a catalyst which exploded the previous era of resistance into a popular
revolutionary movement of students and young people. The street battles at
the Democratic National Convention in Chicago several months later led to
further occupations and demonstrations involving hundreds of thousands:of
militants. The demonstrations built on each other; each struggle was unique
and beautiful. The vitality of SDS was rooted in its local experiences and the
application of national programs to different regions and conditions
-applying the lessons of Columbia, films on Cuba, building alliances with a
Black Student Union. The taste of liberation, the intense struggles,
transformed our identifications, our lives.

At this point. some new contradictions appeared.
The state set into motion a plan to discredit, divide and set back the

movement. The May 1968 J. Edgar Hoover counterinsurgency memo reveals
a national plan to "expose, disrupt, and otherwise neutralize the activities of
the various New Left organizations, their leadership and adherents."
Infiltration and sabotage were carried out by a variety of police agents,
including the FBI, the Nixon-Mitchell team, military intelligence, and local
red squads. As always the attack waF focused on the Black liberation
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movement and included violent assaults against Black communities and
leaders, particularly the Black Panther Party.

With enormous growth of membership, militancy and consciousness
after the 1968 demonstrations in Chicago, SDS was faced with several urgent
necessities: to draw broader masses of people into the struggle, and also to
organize our cadre and transform ourselves into a force which could
eventually contend for power. These necessities coexisted uneasily. What
were the roads taken at this juncture?

Our strategy was the Revolutionary Youth Movement (RYM). It was
aimed at extending the movement among young people -to expand its base
and class character, to mobilize those affected by the draft, the army,
unemployment, schools, prisons, into anti· imperialist struggle. RYM was a
transitional strategy to maintain the militant mass base on the campuses,
while we deepened our base among the working class. Young people's
openness and consciousness/identification with militant anti-imperialism was
a strategic strength. This movement continued to grow spontaneously, even
after the decline of SDS.

This politics was opposed by an opportunist politics that took the
form of economism. Economismappears in every revolutionary movement as
the reduction of revolution to a struggle for purely economic gains.
Economism has many masks. It was then expressed in a leftish form of
"going to the workers," not by creating revolutionary consciousness and
action but by sacrificing principle in the hope of gaining a place in the labor
movement. This is a corrupt politics, proven bankrupt again and again. In the
US, where many of the people who are exploited by imperialism also receive
benefits from the super-exploitation of the colonies, economism feeds the
idea that people here can be free while other oppressed people are still under
the yoke of US imperialism.

Our deep political concern was the historic tendency of the white
left to abandon militant anti-imperialism and anti-racism -principled
support for Third World struggle- in search of easy integration with the
masses. It is difficult to synthesize militant anti-imperialism with a mass base
among oppressor-nation people because of the whole fabric of relative
social/material white-skin privilege. Much of the movement resolved this
contradiction in the direction of opportunism around race. This was the
main error of the period, deeply rooted in US radical history.

A comparable example was the student power movement. Some
argued that the demand for student's rights and power would become
revolutionary in and of itself. This is not true. The chauvinism of "student
power" demands by white students ignored the claims of university workers,
the community, and the Third World people who would be the victims of
university-researched weapons and programs. This demand encouraged
narrow concern for a relatively privileged sector at the expense of the more
oppressed. But when the student revolts actively allied with other
IIlovements in the interests of the most oppressed peoples against theJ/"

common enemy, they became a serious threat to the empire. When each
movement only sees its own claims and interests in isolation from other
movements, they play themselves out, one after the other.

Another major factor at this. point was the rebellion of women
against sexism in the society and in the left. The left is not immune from the
sexism which pervades US society: the oppressor culture persists and must
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be opposed and fought again and again. This requires an active commitment
to anti-sexism. In the late sixties and early seventies many women left the
anti.imperialist movement and built a separate women's movement. Sisters
inside -and now outside- the anti-imperiliast movement began to force men
to deal with their sexist practice. These were absolutely necessary advances.
The struggles against sexism did not only mean criticism and change of
individual practice, they also transformed the overall analysis of the left. The
contradiction was that the women's movement, rejecting sexist and
authoritarian leadership, raised blanket challenges to all forms of leadership
and organization in the movemt(nt, good and bad, and failed at that point to
build lasting organizations 10 carryon the task of strong determined
anti-imperialist struggle.

SDS was torn by these internal and external dynamics. It was
becoming an organization of revolutionaries, anti-imperialist activists. This
was recognized by the state which moved to disrupt it. Major ideological
struggles about the correct path to transforming SDS into a broader mass
organization polarized rapidly, while simultaneously the urgent necessity to
join the struggle against imperialism in a serious and armed way was
heightened by the Vietnam War and the liberation movement of Black
people. Things were in great turmoil and a continuous process of change.

SELF -CRITICISM

We have to learn from our mistakes. D.nsorting errors and correct
understandings, reassessing strengths and weaknesses, are a revolutionary
responsibility. This is because our errors have consequences for the ability to
find the right road, for trust and confidence in relationship with the people,
and also for the state which learns from our errors and will use them against
us. All movements make mistakes. Those which recover from their mistakes
have been able to act with audacity and move forward with the people. But
errors must first be recognized and corrected; this is a test of our
movement's strength.

We were correct in our decision to prepare and build the armed
struggle. There is a strategic necessity to build underground movement, to
learn to fight through fighting, to pull forward into the conflict. There is a
need to develop militant action, and from militant action to develop guerrilla
activity. This beginning involved a confrontation with privilege and
inhibition and was impolite, rough, disruptive and disorderly. It was an
essential step forward, and could not be held back for some "perfect
moment." Three of our comrades gave their lives to begin the armed struggle
-Diana Oughton, Teddy Gold, and Terry Robbins. By March 1970, a base
from which to carry out guerrilla and underground actions had been
established.

We were. wrong in failing to realize the possibility and strategic
necessity of involving masses of people in anti.imperialist action and
organization. We fixed our viSIOnonly on white people's complicity with
empire, with the silence in the face of escalating terror and blatant murder of
Black revolutionaries. We let go of our identification with the people -the
promise, the yearnings, the defeats.

This error had two consequences.
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In the course of preparing for armed struggle in late 1969 we began
mistaking friends for enemies. We applied the strictest standards of
\\illingness to risk everything to comrades and allies, as well as to the real
opportunists who represented the politics of retreat. We attacked those who
could not come along the whole way, sometimes just because they were not
ready to support everything we said and did. We did not learn from
meaningful criticism from comrades.

We made the mistake of deemphasizing the importance of mass
work and lost sight of our long-standing commitment to mass struggle. The
militancy and commitment of the Days of Rage and the initiation of armed
actions contributed to andpushed forward mass struggle:the continuous revolt
in the armed forces, the Justice Department demonstration in November
1969, TDA's (The Day After demonstrations), Isla Vista, culminating in
Jackson/Kent/Cambodia in the spring of 1970. Conditions were ripe. The
mass movement continued to grow, broaden and escalate at the same time
that mass organizations began to fall apart, waver and dissolve.

Reaffirming the importance of mass movement and political as
well as military struggle, we wrote New Morning in December 1970. But
New Morning gave uncritical support to youth culture and came to represent
a repudiation of revolutionary violence. The Panther 21 "WTotea generous
and fighting criticism of New Morning from prison, which warned us against
putting down our weapons. They correctly pointed to the necessity to
continue to fight and our need to teach our people to fight. By failing to
answer, we lost an opportunity to engage in dialogue with these brave and
dedicated comrades.

TURNING WEAKNESS INTO STRENGTH

Now the movement is disorganized, divided and defensive, unable
to fulfill the whole potential to learn and to lead. There has been relatively
little organized mass action and relatively great disunity within our
movement in the last three years. In the movement times are hard. On the
other hand, the opportunity for change and organizing among millions of
poor, unemployed and working people, among women, 'among youth, is
great. The continuing social crises are accelerating the process of social
dislocation, and people are opening to the possibility of revolutionary
conSCIOusness.

Objective;conditions do not produce revolution themselves. In times
of crisis and change people's fears and discontents and hopes can be
mobilized in different directions -toward opiates of all sorts, reform,
right-wing movements and war. That is why revolutionary organization,
leadership and example are required to call the discontent into life and
action, to seize the time.

There are serious problems and barriers to revolutionary growth
now facing us, which we have to unco-ver and look in the face. Some are
setbacks inflicted by the state; some are obstacles -weaknesses and
contradictions among us; some are anti-revolutionary currents and errors
within the movement.
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OBSTACLES

Anti-organization tendencies. The lack of a national organization,
embracing and based in popular movements, unified around anti-imperialism
is a most severe weakness. A generation of cadre was built in the struggles of
the 60's and early 70's. People need organization. Organization unites, gives
direction and breadth to particular political work. The lack of organization
affects all other problems.

It leaves people with no place to go to join the struggle, no way to
connect to something larger than ourselves, no form for struggling and
resolving our other problems. Good local work or work focused around one
single issue suffers from the lack of national, overall organization.

The failures and the dissolution of previous organizations have.
served as an excuse for anti-organizational tendencies: attacking and
undermining all forms of organization. The idea prevails that organization
means giving up individual integrity, or is irretrievably sexist/male

dominated, or is by definition oppressive. Like every other revolutionary
movement on earth, we desperately need good organizations, strong and
healthy, to embody the struggle and direct our energies like a spear.

Cynicism. The subjective mood of surrender and powerlessness is
expressed in various repudiations of the 60's or turning to idealistic utopian
solutions. Cynicism coincides with extreme individualism, expects the
revolution to somehow be pure, and victories easy. We also face adversity:
some activists feel extremely demoralized, some feel burned out from the
difficulties of revolutionary work. We must help each other through pain and
breakdown, through separation, loss and death. We must care for the
physical and mental health of the revolutionary community, for those in
prison, for the raising of the children and the sustenance of the older people.
At the same time as we recognize the real difficulties, we nourish our
revolutionary spirit, commit every fiber of our lives to the struggle.

Sexism. The full participation and leadership of women is necessary
for succesful and healthy revolution. Revolutionary organizations must
recognize the struggle for women's liberation as a fundamental political
revolution and must repudiate the intolerable backwardness of all forms of
sexism. The development of the independent women's movement as well as
active struggle against the institutions and ideas of sexism are the basis for
insuring that the revolution genuinely empowers women.

Racism. The left must make clear at every point its unswerving and
militant support for the liberation of Black, Puerto Rican, Chicano, Native
American and all Third World peoples. It must refuse to compromise this
active support for short-term "gains," or to win the approval of whites we
are trying to organize at the workshop, in the schools or the communities.
This is true for the whole movement and for every individual in the
movement. The creation of an anti-racist white movement is the necessary
foundation for the functional unity of Third World and white enemies of the
empire. Anti-racist organizing and action can create this unity. Where this
kind of work has begun, it should be broadened and extended.
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ANTI=REVOLUTIONARY ERRORS IN THE MOVEMENT

There are two currents of thought and activity that conspire to hold
back the power of the movement. They are American exceptionalism and
reformism. These tendencies often unite and reinforce each other. They are
subtly embedded in various tendencies and accepted truisms in the left, and
they are strategically put forward by the enemy to deflect us. They are both
racist in effect.

American exceptionalism is the assumption that for one reason or
another -US "technological superiority," the "post-scarcity economy," the
"system of democracy," our "advanced consciousness" - our revolutionary
struggle is not subject to the same general conditions and the same general
necessities as others.

It assumes different faces. One is American superiority, a kind of
cultural chauvinism. This is characterized by the acceptance of some of these
positions: that imperialism is something different from and unnecessary to
capitalism, something that happens outside the US, incidental to the struggle
here; US society is stable and even, not subject to the great dislocations and
wrenching changes sweeping the world; our feminist consciousness is more
advanced that that of women in Third World liberation movements or in
Cuba or Vietnam; our revolution will be a consciousness revolution on the
plane of personal relations and sexuality -we have passed beyond anything
as "old fashioned" as socialism.

Of course there are new conditions and unique aspects to US
society. Our revolution makes its own contributions. But we have to elicit
the class consciousness and struggle out from beneath layers of false
consciousness, resignation and fearfulness. Our women's movement is a great
new vital movement, but we can also learn much from women of the Third
World about who our enemy is and how to mobilize to fight him. The
repudiation of cultural oppression isn't everything, but it does constitute a
serious break with the brain-washing control of empire.

As a people we are saturated with the myth of American
superiority. As a revolutionary people, we must take our place in the human
community resolutely opposed to all expressions of arrogance.

Another form of American exceptionalism is rejecting forms of
struggle for the US which are obviously necessary in other parts of the
world. Some people actually defend the taking up of arms by the
Vietnamese people, the Chilean workers or the Chinese Revolution -but
preserve the territory within US borders from the same laws and forces
which produce. revolution everywhere else. This is half-hearted
internationalism. Colossal arrogance is concealed in the self-deception that
Third World people and socialist countries can and must do the fighting
while we have .some kind of free ride, tidy and constitutional.

Reformism deceives and derails the movement by putting forward
the strategy of "peaceful transition to socialism." It pretends to reassure the
people by spreading pacifist and conciliatory ideas. It sells short the
sacrifices and strivings of the people -disarms them of their correct
understanding of the intractable nature of the enemy and disarms them of
their own power and will to fight and win. Reformism assumes the essential
goodness of US society, in conflict with the revolutionary view that the
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:;Yb'temIS rotten to the core and must be overthrown.
Reformism rejects revolutionary violence by treating each new

armed act as if it were a Reichstag fire, an act of provocation, or premature.
Along with denouncing armed struggle comes the exaggerated emphasis on
legality and electoral struggle, or an attempt to influence power by
collaboration with the "best" aspects of the imperialists. Thus many good
struggles which are parallel to and complernentary to militant and armed
struggle are instead turned against it, and posed as an alternative.

Another characteristic of reformism is "mainstreamism" -the

attempt within the left to take on the coloration of the worst aspects of the
mainstream of US society and history so as to be acceptable, and thereby
change things without disturbing people too much. This is an attempt to slide in
under the flag. In the name of becoming integrated >vith the US people, this
movement abdicates its responsibility to confront racism and class rule and
change it. It becomes corrupt.

SETBACKS INFLICTED BY THE STATE

We are fighting a treacherous and ruthless enemy. The state has
implemented a plan to contain and crush the power of revolution. In the last
period they have inflicted some serious blows which have set back the
struggle.

Counterinsurgency. A major organized attack has been mounted
against Black people and the Black community by Nixon forces. Like US
military interventions against Third World peoples, this campaign of
genocide is a measure of the powerful threat to empire posed by Black
people. It has included waves of assassinations of Black leaders, imprisoning
large sectors of the young militant population, often for life, infiltration and
generalized terror. Heroin and methadone traffic have been massively
directed against Black urban communities. Part of a generation of Black
youth has been lost to drugs. It was irresponsible of us in 1970 to emphasize
only the social role of consciousness-expanding drugs without making a
frontal assault on the genocidal use of heroin the main thrust of our position
on drugs.

The government has come down hard on the entire Black
community: massive unemployment, schools which cultivate illiteracy
among Black children, cutbacks in funds for the cities which hasten the
collapse of communities through terrible housing and welfare starvation.

It is impossible to estimate the human cost of the government's
strategy -the lives of people like Jonathan and George Jackson.

Repression. The nature of Nixon's extralegal attack on the
movement was spelled out in the J. Edgar Hoover memo of May 1968 and
elaborated by Mitchell and the Justice Department and White House
CIA-types. It is a strategy of infiltration, disruption and selected blows
against anti-war and revolutionary movements and leaders. It did temporarily
succeed in creating a climate of distrust and suspicion on the left. Its tactics
included threats and intimidation, espionage, grand juries and long trials
-and selected murders. The strategy against the Black movement and the
strategy against the anti-war left are different faces of the same apparatus.
Their basic repressive strategy is to divide, separate out, and make vulnerable



-to divide Third World and white, those in prison from those outside, those
in solitary from those in population, leaders from the grass roots and the
guerrillas from the mass movement.

Organizing a Base for Fascism. In the US this means racism:
building explictly or thinly-disguised anti-Black and Third World campaigns.
To the extent that they have gone unchallenged by organized revolutionary
forces they have been serious defeats.

The anti-busing movement is a Nixon-special, a tragedy for children
and anti-racist people. The entire elaborate campaign against ,busing is
promoted to disguise the fact that. segregation of schools today is more
intense and extensive than in 1954 when the Supreme Court ordered it
ended. Anti-busing will roll back integration where it has happened and
entrench a segregated school system firmly in the control of racist white
Boards of Education. The campaign is violently anti-Black, under cover of
anti-busing. In Boston 20,000 whites marched against the busing of children;
in Pontiac, Michigan, Ozone Park and Canarsie, New York, white parents
attacked school buses and poured oil on Black children.

Nixon's anti-busing campaign goes hand in hand with drastic cuts of
funds for education. Education for Third World children in segregated
schools is colonial-style -Black, Chicano, and Puerto Rican youth North and
South are abused, overcrowded, ignored if quiet and drugged if not, lost in
detention centers and beaten. Anti-busing has a political meaning which is
not at all about whether busing is the best way to achieve decent education
for most children. The real question is: Who will control the schools? The
design of the state is control of the child's education, whether in the
integrated or segregated schooL Segregate where you can; track the kids
where you must integrate. White racist control of the schools attempts to
prevent the Black child from succeeding in that dangerous and subversive
endeavor: learning to read.



A similar assault has been mounted against the people on welfare,
women, children and old people. Rockefeller and Reagan have led special
drives to institute photo indentity cards, compulsory work programs, and
impossible requirements to drive people off welfare by every means.

Nixon has twice based his election propaganda on the rallying cry
of law-and-order. This has led to a national reorganization of police forces,
greater police use of advanced counterinsurgency technology developed for
Vietnam, and greater centralization of police forces thru computers, training
and coordinating groups like LEAA.

Anti-crime legislation mobilizes racist fears in the white population.
It has been successful enough to undo many gains of the previous two
decades: to initiate preventive detention, undermine the jury system and put
into effect new mandatory death penalties. Two models are the special
police crackdown unit used in Detroit, called STRESS, which was
responsible for the murder of many Black people; and the new Rockefeller
drug law, which forces legal addiction by giving people a "choice" between
long prison sentences and lifetime parole, or mandatory methadone
maintenance.

If we do not create an anti-racist left, the masses of white people
being bombarded with these measures have little alternative but to resolve
these fears and these conflicts the traditional way -in complicity with
raCIsm.

CONTINUING CRISIS AT HOME

Conditions will not wait for us. With the decline of imperialism the
ability to expand and export basic contradictions becomes less available to
the US rulers and this means continual crisis and hardship for people here.
Weare looking at two of these crises to analyze their origins and their
consequences for the imperialists and for the people.

GOVERNMENTAL CRISIS

In the wake of the US defeat in Vietnam comes an unprecendented
governmental crisis. Watergate is a magnificent victory of the struggles of the
60's, a reflection of the war coming home. Crisis chases crisis as state leaders
search for a consolidating strategy. The turmoil is indicative of serious and
fatal weaknesses in the system. It offers an unparalleled opportunity for
revolutionary and popular movements.

Nixon has been caught with the chicken in his hand. His known
crimes include sabotage of elections, cover-up of the sabotage, land deals,
income tax evasions, tampering with the evidence, giant swindles and fixes
-not to mention his secret wars abroad and at home, campaigns of
race-hatred, the air war against Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, and violation
of the Ceasefire Agreement.

Nixon's re.election was a low point. But the unanimity of his
election was momentary and hollow; it began crumbling immediately. The
terror bombing of Hanoi was carried out just before the Paris Peace
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Agreement which acknowledged US def('at and marked a InajOl" \ idOl": for
the Vietnamese people along the road to in<1epenc1ell('e and li!wralion: III("
assassination of Amilcar Cahral, Afriean libcration kadn and Iwad of the
PAIGC was carried out by mercenaries of US-armed Porlllgal on tll(' ('\(' of
the decIarationof the independence of Cuinc-Bissau. \i:xon: both deadl:
powerful and seriously weakened. Eightccn months later he has beeome tl)('
symbol of de-legitimized bourgeois ideology, a two-bit niminal, host 10 a
den of monopolies and crew-cut thieves.

Nixon has always been a political leader of cOllntn-rnollition and
tighter control of the colonies -an executioner of the RosenbergI', Ihc mcn
at Attica, the students at Jackson and Kent. His national military alert
during the 1973 October War in the :\Iideast shows the fantastic It'ngths to
which he will carry the world to the brink of war. His Christmas hombing of
Hanoi was the horrible proof that his policies are based on terror against thc
people. His fundamental program is militarization -that is, t'normolls
technological and military spending for war and arms abroad and police
control at home.

Watergate is a domestic reflection of the empire in crisis. For
Nixon/Kissinger, political unity in the US around a program of law-and-order
for the world was essential in the wake of successful revolution abroad.

There are historical precedents for imperialist repression following a
revolutionary success:

From the N. Y. Post, Wednesday, June 6, 1973:

Radicals were the target. The Attorney General and his
agents, armed with 60,000 dossiers compiled under J. Edgar
Hoover, struck quickly. In 33 cities across the nation,
government men seized more than 4,000 persons, sometimes
without the authority of a court warrant, in homes, cafes,
club rooms and taverns.

It was January 1920, and many Americans feared
for national security in the wake of the successful
Communist revolution in Russia, the spectre of spreading
Bolshevism, scattered bombings in the US and troubling labor
strikes.

Attorney General A. Mitchell lalmer rode a wave of
popular support with his massive federal arrests of Russian
immigrants, local Communists and other suspected radicals.

. In order to make his foreign policy of military terror and detente
effective, and in order to crush rebellion and anger at home, Nixon created
an extralegal force (the plumbers), a counterinsurgency program and
sabotage operation. He justified these moves on the basis of national security
and domestic subversion -both cornerstones of Nixon power for over 15
years. His moves to reassert control spilled over against substantial e1enH'nb
of the ruling class and the struggle for bourgeois political powcr \\as on.
Nixon's links with the gim.lt corporations have heen put on the line. This is
the rule in this stage of monopoly capital: the identity of busincss and
government. But for now, Nixon's the one, caught in cahoots. on the
defensive.
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Every aspect of the prosecution of the Watergate crisis itself
rcmain:, in the hands of the ruling cla~s. The Watergate investigations ohserve
gcntlemanly limits: they have never explored Nixon's deliberate aggression
against Black, Chicano, and Puerto Rican communities; they cover for every
nH'ntion of CIA operations at home. Power in the US is a white gentleman's
club.

Yet the crisis nms away. It has become the political expression of a
process that began in the 60's -the defeat of the myth of American freedom
and democracy. Vietnam is the crime that plagues Nixon, defines his fall. He
is a war crimi;la!. The consequence of Watergate is a population wary of the
hypocritical words of leading politicians, wise to the bankruptcy of existing
society.

THE REAL AND PHONY ENERGY CRISIS

The real energy cri8is is the criSISof imperialism. II is SCt'n ill a fight
over raw materials and reRources. It ref!pcts the crisis in empire: deeJining
West(~rn control over the economies of the Third World, increased
competition between capitalist countries, and growing stagnation arising
from contradictions within monopoly capitalism itself. The system is in
trouble.

In order to maintain growth and economic dominance, US
corporations and government have-followed policies which would maximize
oil company profits overseas; US-based oil companies provided 60 percent of
Europe's oil and 80 percent of Japan's oil, primarily from wells in the
Mideast. That arrangement depended on continued domination by the (IS
within the capitalist sphere and over the oil-exporting nations. US
imperialism lost world hegemony in Vietnam. This loss made it impossible
for the US to keep dollars afloat on its own terms, leading to such things as
dollar devaluations and the OPEC embargo. The US oil companies can no
longer dictate the terms under which oil and natural gas will be distributed
and sold throughout the non-socialist world.

From these conditions, the ruling class devised the phony energy
crisis as a strategy to recapture as much control and domination as possible.
They deliberately limited refining capacity, and created artificial shortages
prior to the embargo. The largest oil companies used the suffering of the
people to rake in windfall profits. Through the inevitable crises of capitalism,
the giant monopolies grow stronger and seize greater control of the
economy, political life and the means of destruction. But even as the crisis is
engineered, it gets out of hand and creates new contradictions.

The phony energy crisis was cooked up by the giant monopolies,
the "masters of the oil world" who control the reserves. In addition to

unprecedented price rises, they got a hlank check to exploit and develop
highly profitable energy sources: the Alaska pipeline, shale oil in the
Rockies, off-shore drilling rights, strip mining, and dangerous, leaky nuclear
power plants with lethal byproducts. The oil monopolies have emerged as
energy monopolies-with. major interests in coal, natural gas, shale and
nuclear power. Finally, the big companies have increased their contention
with other capitalist rivals in other countries and their power to eliminate
smaller US oil companies.
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It is the people who are paying for these bonanza profits and are
being forced to bear the brunt of the crisis. Although the shortages were
created in corporate board rooms, the crisis has become grimly real. The
people are directly affected in numerous and serious ways. The lower the
income, the greater the impact of energy costs, food prices, inflation and
unemployment. There's always been an energy crisis for Black people -no
heating oil in winter, no transportation to go to work. Children became sick
and died from diseases caused by cold apartments; last winter a 93-year-old
couple froze to death for lack of heat; millions have been laid off jobs and
suffered hardship from lacking the basic necessities of life.

People know that it is a political crisis -not a natural catastrophe,

not a shortage of fuel, not a technical failure. The socialist nations are not in
an Gnergy crisis -this is a capitalist crisis of profit and power.

At the same time as the US people are urged to turn down their
thermostats, the US 6th and 7th naval fleets alone consume one third of the
Arab oil used by the US. Military consumption of energy is astronomical; the
energy consumed in the production of atomic bombs and materials for the
stockpile, in war reserves of jet fuel, or in the flying time of B-52's should be
the first to go. Nixon's policy of Vietnamization depends on substituting
energy (fuel for the air war, the technological battlefield and the Saigon
military) for US soldiers. Over 20,000 barrels of oil per day for military use
are supplied to Thieu by the US.

With 6 percent of the world's population, the US eonsumes over
one third of the world's energy resources. The corporate myth of limitless
consumption is based on control of Third World resources. The ruling class
cricourages wasteful and reckless dependence on petrochemical products:
high horse-power and excessively heavy cars, ,plastics and synthetics and
nitrogen fertilizers. The failure to develop good sources of energy (such as
fusion or solar energy) is not based on priorities for a better life, but on
profit.

There are many consequences from the energy crisis:
- The ruling dass has tried to use it to lay the basis for war in the

Mideast. It is a measuJ,"eof the strength of the 60's and of the Third World
nations that war-mongering in the Mideast is not an easy out for them.

. - The oil crisis bodes more of the same for other resources. US

corporations are self-sufficient in only ten of the 36 basic industrial raw
materials. They are a parasite on the Third World. They will face continuing
crises over who is to control and who is to profit. Common fronts among the
raw material producing countries of the Third World are a great step forward
and a significant challenge to unchecked US domination and plunder. The
power in the unity of the small. The recent U.N. special session on raw
materials drew a sharp picture of the plunder of the poor countries by
imperialism, and the terms of future struggle. Countries rich in bauxite,
copper, iron ore and other resources are beginning to unite for the
protection of their natural wealth. The people of the Third World are striving
to control their own economies and to make full use of their resources. This

is an upset of US plans for anew stable order.
- The ecological devastation wrought by the energy companies is

unparalleled. In Puerto Rico, Indonesia, Angola and Brazil, multinational
corporations seek new sources of energy at the expense of the sane
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i/nclopllll'1l1 of lilt' nalural resources or the wishes of the people. The
plunder for "OtllTC" of power i" emerging a~ a major threat to the survi.val of
rmal area" of thi" counlry and to the contmued culture and commumty of

people who live there. The major oil companies are pu~hing.thru contracts to
"trip mine coal on the Cheyenne and Crow rcservatIOns m ~~ontana ~n a
scale that would forcibly urbanize and transform the NatIve Amencan
population and denude the landscape. Only a tiny proportion of the 1.8
million acres of land damaged by stripping in the West and Appalachia have
been reclaimed to any extent at all. The rape 'of Hopi and Navajo lands to
create giant power plants in Four Corners, New Mexico, is creating pollution
greater than in Los Angeles. The AEC has pushed thru a massive program to
build 500 to 700 new nuclear power plants in partnership with corporations
like Westinghouse and Rockwell. These breeder reactors are expensive,
dangerous, and deadly to adjoining waters and communities. They now
threatcn every major New England river, the Great Lakes and the oceans
themselves.

-Industry passed on its problems by increasing unemployment,
laying off thousands, and driving up the prices of every thing. Women and
Black workers, last hired and first fired, suffer the most immediately.

These disruptions to an already stagnating economy have resulted
ill a serious attack on the basic necessities for masses of people. For the lives
of Third World people, families headed by women, and the people who are
dirt poor, it is violent aggression. Inflation is deadly for old people, for
families on welfare and for the great number of underemployed. But the
Crisis cannot be contained among the dispossesed -it attacks the common
family, the working person.

. -A severe food crisis reflected in the rise of food prices and massive
food shortages is emerging. In the wealthiest country in the world, there is a
cost of living and it is beyond the reach of millions of people. Inflation and
the impact of the energy crisis will be used to drive up this cost to live,
especially food prices. There has always been starvation and malnutrition for
many in the US -the human consequences of food for profit. As food prices
climb and real incomes decline, broad sectors of the population are beset by
mounting debt, loss of savings, fear for jobs.

Food production, distribution, and agricultural land have become
concentrated in monopolies (called agribusiness) since World War II, with
reliance on fertilizers, pesticides, new methods of drying and storage and
mechanization that consume enormous amounts of energy. Agribusiness
rests on the super-exploitation of farm workers and share-croppers on the
one hand, and giant programs of government subsidies (welfare for the rich)
to keep vast stretches of fertile land deliberately unproductive. This is to
keep prices up in the US. It amounts to government-enforced shortage,
malnutrition for millions of people in the US, hunger and starvation for the
world's people.

Of all the consequences of the US use of world resources for profit,
the most serious is beginning to come to the fore: a major crisis in the world
food supply. What is experienced here as shortages and high prices is
translated in the Third World as real famine and paralysis of industrial
development. The US with its mechanized agribusiness has a monopoly on
food exporting, and it controls a vast sector of the food-prodw'ing land in
the world. A risein food prices devastates Third. World countries. They must



depend on the US for food. Agricultural land throughout the Third World is
turned into a plantation system of "cash crops" by imperialism (tobacco,
ruhber, coffee, cotton). Two thirds of all the arable land in Latin America is
planted with non-nutritious cash crops -weal! h for the colonizers, not food
for the people. South Vietnam, once the rice bowl of Southeast Asia, is now
forced to import "miracle" rice from the US. Imperialism's irrational use of
agricultural resources to produce vast quantities of meat 10 feed some of the
US population means that the amount of protein wasted hy US agriculture is
comparable to the protein deficiency of the rest of the world.

Starvation, hunger and food shortages will unleash and sharpen all
the basic contradictions. The imperialists will respond with solutions like
population control, war, and greater monopoly power. But hunger is too
stark and the conflict irreconcilable. This contradiction could well define the
coming period.

•••••••••••••••••••••••

Without mass struggle there can he no revolution.
Without armed struggle there can be no victory.

Denunciations of the struggles of the sixties as a failure do
the enemy's work. These surrenders are a live burial of our
people's great moments, and weaken the future by poisoning
the lessons of the past.

As a, people we are saturated with the myth of American
superiority. As a revolutionary people, we must take our
place in the human community resolutely opposed to all
expressions of arrogance.

Starvation, hunger and food shortages will unleash and
sharpen all the basic contradictions.

To say that US imperialism is on the defensive does not mean
it is toothless nor that its overthrow will come fast or simply.
In its decline imperialism is extremely cruel ana it will use
every weapon it has to ueceive, divide, starve, torture and
murdel fhose who attack it. But its eventual overthrow is
inevitahle.
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WHAT WE THINK

The world balance of forces between revolution and
counter-revolution has changed in favor of revolution.

Truong Olinh
January 1972

Our method is dialectieal materialism. To plan our strategy, we

make an analysis of the conflicting forces, the underlying eontradictions of
our timc, and how they are developing.

Thi,s paper is optimistic. That is because we are conscious that the
most aggressive and predatory imperialism that ever eXisted has been
defeated by the Vietnamese people. This unique and amazing period of
history is the era of liS imperinl crisis and decline. Today over a hillion
people organize their lives around socialism; today thousands of guerrillas
and millions of people in over six ty countries are engaged in active struggle
aga illst VS imperialism. Independence movements, wars of national
Jihera tion, and revolutionary movements within the US are engaged in the
deci"ivc weakening of the empire. It is now being turned back by the people
it ha" robhed and plunden:d.

US irnpcrialism has had its setbacks, stalemates and defeats before,
but never one so decisive as in Vietnam. The Vietnamese met and turned

back the full fllrce of US tecllllological and military might, and ended the era
of \\orld hegemolJ\ for the US. Vietnam is a watecshed in the decline of
imperialiml ~it is the defining event of our time.

r mpcri" li:"nl has dug its claws deepest into the oppressed and
colulliz,'d Hation~:, and it is these nations who are now the organized, leading
spearpuini in the common struggle against imperialism. The imposition of
foreign rule and foreign exploitation has created the conditions which gave
birth to niOV(~nH'nls for national liberation -the seed:,; of imperialism's
ded rudiu n. The:,;e movements have grown and multiplied. Great
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revolutionary leaders have emerged from the Third World, forged in pl~ople ';.:
war and in the building of socialism. Because the US is so dependent on its
colonies (the super-exploitation of the Third World), national liberation both
here and abroad is a knife to the strategic underbelly of the monster.

To say that US imperialism is on the defensive does not mean it is
toothless nor that its overthrow will come fast or simply. In its dee/ine
imperialism is extremely cruel and it will use every weapon it has to deceive,
divide, starve, torture and murder those who attack it. But its eventual
overthrow is inevitable.

As colonized nations liberate themselves, imperialism's ability to
maintain a stable economy and ideological hegemony over its own people
crumbles. The decline of imperialism produces continuing crises inside the
US: Watergate, energy crisis, unemployment. The traditional outlets for
domestic crisis and conflict -the export of contradictions, racism, war
have become less workable. It is certain that another crisis will follow the

last, that unpredictable crises will color. the future. Each separate crisis is
temporary and able to be rationalized in the short run; but the overall crisis
and decline of imperialism is permanent and ongoing.

The crises related to imperial decline create great possibilities for a
leap in revolutionary consciousness.

Throughout its history, the rulers of the US have maintained their
power by creating privileged sectors among the people and letting us fight
over the privileges. In this, their main weapon is white supremacy. Now great
fissures have appeared. The wealth of the world is no longer completely at
the djsposal of the US. Imperialism is faced with the necessity to militarize
and increase its control over US society, especially the dissident and
rebellious sectors.

The empire feeds on war. War is necessary for expansion and
colonial control, but unsuccessful and unjust war loosens the imperialist's
hold over the home base. As peoples reclaim their lands and their resources,
imperialism is foreed to extract more wealth from everywhere it can -where
it still can reach in the Third World, from its capitalist allies and competitors,
and from the US people.

This is the inereasing trend of the 70's: the trend of crisis and
depression. Our joh is to tap the discontent seething in many sectors of the
population, to find allies everywhere people are hungry or angry, to mobilize
poor and working people against imperialism. In this proeess the people will
continue to generate new culture and new forms for the struggle to fit our
particular conditions and time. There are beautiful developments, like the
rising of women against the oppression of male supremacy, and the struggle
of young people against alienation and oppression, which are full of
revolutionary possibilities. We are not alone. The str'uggles for national
liberation are the lifeblood of our own; their battles are the front line against
our common enemy.

We have an urgent responsibility: to destroy imperialism from
within in order to help free the world and ourselves from its grasp. Without
underestimating the difficulties, this is our position of strength. We use all
the weapons available to us. This necessarily ineludes mass militant action
and guerrilla aetion to lay the foundation for the decisive armed struggle.

This paper is a strategy for revolutionary anti-imperialism.
Anti-imperialism defines our struggle and direction, helps us correctly
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identify our enemy and our friends, and is the neccssary basis for advancing
our movement. The strategic weak point of empire today is its hold of its
external and internal colonies, and it is there that imperialism receives the
heaviest hlows.

Our final goal is the destruction of impcrialism, the seizure of
power, and the creation of socialism. Our strategy for this stage of the
struggle is to organize the oppressed people of the imperial nation itself to
join with the colonies m the attack on imperialism. This process of attacking
and weakening imperialism involves the defeat of all kinds of national
chauvinism and arrogance; this is a precondition to our fight for socialism.

The Vietnamese struggle provides a strategic model: as the
anti-colonial Iiheration movement advanced, contradictions within the US
heightened, creating more favorahle conditions for revolutionary organizing
and action-we organized our people and our movement advanced; as
anti-imperialist movement gathered strength and moved forward, this aided
theVktnamese who dealt a decisive blow to US imperialism.

Revolution is a dialectical process of destruction and creation. In
the US,rcvolution is intimately hound to the process of defeating
imperialism around the world.· Any eonception of socialism defined in
national terms, within so extreme and predatory an oppressor nation as the
US, is a view that leads in practice to a fightfor particular privileged interest
and is a very dangerous ideology. Active combat against empire is the only
foundation for socialist revolution in the oppressor nation.

Socialism is the total opposite of eapitalismlimperialism, It is the
rejection of eJilpire and white suprema(~y. Socialism is the violent overthrow
of the bourgeoisie, the establishment oithe dictatorship of the proletariat,
and the eradication of the social system based on profit. Socialism means
cOntrol of t}w productive forces for the good of the whole community
instead of the few who live on. hilltops and in mansions, Socialism means
priorities hased on human need instead of corporate greed. Socialism creates

. the conditions for a decent and creative quality oflife for all.

After a long struggle, power will be in· the hands of the people.
Society will have to be reorganized, t(nvardthe integration of {'aeh with the

whole,· where people can realize thcms('lves in peace and freedom. There will
be rehuilding to do, hut the tremen<1ouspower of crcativ(~ human energy
-'-revealed now in flashes ofliheratcdsp,wc and instruggk- will he freed to
fulfill. its potl'ntia1. Freed from tlHicollstrictions, prejndiees. and fearful

anxieties of imperialist society, people can hebeHer.· Our • values are
collective and communaL Birth and (It\ath wiJI be eelehrated wilh dignity:
old people will have respect, children will have rights. With the elimination
of waste from our society, all the people ean cat healthy food. The cities can
be real human gardens. We will have to rehuild them, reclaim t he rivers mid
forests, and the dying species. Wielded in the· interest ofcveryoIH"
technology can serve us; no labor Iwed bc unproductive. Our art, musiL,
poetry, thcatf'r will intel~pret and aw,ikell the relationship of OurSChl'S 10 the
world forces, acting on each {lther. Our eultuw will be in.surgent, edebraie
people's victories and record the history oCthe struggle. We \V ill :-;upporl
those who are still fighting and eontinue fighting ourselvC':-;.W(' \V ill aw"ken
our sense of being part of a world community. ARM THE SPIRIT
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II. VIETNAM

The profound hypocrisy and inherent barbarism of bourgeois
civilization lies unveiled before our eyes, turning from its
home, where it assumes respectable forms, to the colonies,
where it goes naked.

Karl Marx
August 8, 1853
NewYork Daily Tribune

Nothing is more precious than independence and freedom.
Ho (hi Mnh

Many friends see only the difficulties that lie ahead and do
not see the great victory we have won. The FarisAgreement
not only speaks to the failure of aggression of the United
States in Vietnam, it marks the failure of the global strategy
of the United States to stop liberation struggles of people in
many places.

Nguyen Thi Binh
January 29, 1973
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MEANING OF THE CEASEFIRE

It is now more than a year since the signing of the Agreement on
Ending War and Restoring Peace in Vietnam. For the people in the North
and in the liberated areas under the Provisional Revolutionary Government
of South Vietnam, 'the great effort of reconstruction -to "heal the wounds
of war"-- has begun. However, since the time of the Agreement, more than
73,000 South Vietnamese people have died in combat. 200,000 remain in
Thieu's prisons. There are no illusions that final peace has come. The people
in the liberated zones defend themselves daily against bombings and attacks,
carried out by Thieu's US-trained and equipped army.

In the liberated areas of the South, new administrations are being
set up to build schools and clinics, to comb the soil for unexploded
anti-personnel weapons, readying it for replanting. Near Dong Ha in Quang
Tri Province, the people have already harvested their first crop of rice in over
five years.

Slowly, the millions of craters are being filled, though it will take
many generations to move enough soil to fill them all. The towns are being
rebuilt, since each town of any size was bombed into dust whenever it was
liberated. "One puts up with what is available" they say, and out of the
rubble and ruins come adequate structures. In the liberated territories people
are poor, but medical care is free to everyone, people are learning to read
and no one starves. The new life represents the independence and democracy
for which the people of South Vietnam have fought so hard.

Nixon and Thieu have both failed to observe the terms of the
Agreement they sIgned. US military advisors, disguised as civilians, continue
to advise and organize Thieu's police and army. The US has violated the
Agreement by sending in new weapons, like ,F5-E jets. The Nixon
administration is asking Congress to approve $2.4 billion in military and
economic aid to South Vietnam. This is an increase of about 65% over what
was approved for this year. When the money for Cambodia and Laos is
included, the total Nixon request is $3.5 billion. The administration justifies
this increase because of inflation, and now Kissinger is arguing that the US is
"obligated" by the Cease-Fire Agreement to give aid to Thieu.

South Vietnam is a police state, 90% funded by US tax dollars. This
aid makes possible the continued rule of the dictator Thieu. The attacks he
has ordered launched against the liberated zones are major obstacles to peace
and make possible the re-escalation of the war at any time.

There is still necessary Vietnam work to be done by the US
anti-imperialist movement. A strong movement is the greatest support we
could give. It would put pressure on Nixon and the government, and it
would continue to build our own struggle here. As time passes, and
reconstruttion proceeds, the strength of the liberated areas will grow and tht'
power of Thieu will be weakened. We can help. We must demand that the
Nixon government abide by the Agreement and stop aid to Thieu; and we
must remain vigilant against the possibility of US re-escalation.

The Vietnamese struggle is the most significant political event of
our generation. Understanding the history of the Vietnam war is a key to
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understand the present world situation, the present US governmental crisis,
the present possibilities for the revolutionary movement here, and a correct
anti-imperialist perspective. This is the era of national liberation, and for
most of the past fifteen years, Vietnam has been the leading force in this
struggle.
. The Vietnam War, alongside the struggle of Black people, sparked
the youth revolt of the 60's and created the conditions for the New Left to
nlature. The relentless barbarity and length of the US aggression became a
crucible within which our generation learned about US society. We were
forced to see the horror of empire and the real nature of the monster we live
in: we "discovered" imperialism.

Many conflicting forces were at work within the youth movement:
progressive characteristics were in conflict with reactionary aspects, and class
struggle took place within the culture. The growing independence of young
people was a multi-billion dollar market to be exploited with waste
commodities. But during the years of resistance -from the Pentagon and
Stop the Draft Week, to Kent State and massive protests against the
Cambodia invasion -the strength of the growing anti-imperialist forces and
consciousness were the "best self" of the youth revolt. We did, at long last,
get into the fight against the dirtiest of all wars. Slowly, in hesitation and
confusion, we responded to the heroism, humanity and revolutionary
principle of an Asian people, led by a saintly and very tough revolutionary,
Ho Chi Minh.
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The draft was an immediate force that pushed us to become an
anti-imperialist movement. It was an attack on poor, Black and Third World
and working-class youth. Seven million young men served in the armed
forees during the Vietnam War. Few families were spared some direct
confrontation with the war machine. At the same time, millions of us took
to the streets to protest the 1970 invasion of Cambodia. The seriousness of
our threat was growing. The killings of students at Jackson State and Kent
State had a significant effect on the youth movement. The war was brought
home and Nixon was determined to have law-and-order until the US could
pull off its "peace with honor" charade and get US troops out of South
Vietnam.

What was happening here was only part of a larger process taking
place around the world. It took the Vietnamese many years to force the US
troop withdrawal. It was four years between the Tet Offensive -which broke
the back of the invading army, forced Johnson to step down and the US to
negotiate -and the 1972 Final Offensive. During that time, the anti-war
movement reached its greatest strength and the largest and most militant
demonstrations took place. Inspired by the Black Panthers and other Black
fighters, many. whites such as Sam Melville, Cameron Bishop, the New Year's
Gang in Madison, and ourselves began building armed struggle. Our
movement was undergoing profound changes as the Vietnamese people were
leading the struggle against US imperialism.

INTERNATIONAL VICTORY

The Vietnamese built international solidarity around their struggle.
They organized a broad united front against imperialism throughout the
world. This international front -of which the movement in the United
States is an important part- consisted of many Third World nations, the
socialist countries and opposition movements within the imperialist
countries. Mass anti-war movements grew, not only in the US, but in Japan,
France, Great Britain, West Germany, Italy and Sweden.

In an era of intense contradictions among the socialist countries,
Vietnam fought for a strategic focus on US imperialism as the major enemy
of the world's people -and united all socialist couniTics in support of its
struggle.

The success of the Vietnamese struggle helped call into being the
unity of the non.aligned nations. Historic conferences in Guyana (1972) and
Algeria (1973), recognized the PRG and the Cambodian government in exile
of Norodom Shianouk, and sparked the growth of the progressive alliance
that is becoming an increasingly important force in the world.

By tying down the US military forces throughout the 60's, the
Vietnamese opened up the space for other Third World nations to resist
imperialism. With the bulk of US armed forces in Vietnam, including 70
percent of the air force at the height of the air war, the US was not in a
position to send the Marines to Chile nor to intervene for Portugal in
Guine-Bissau. Cuba was able to survive, and in turn help Vietnam. This was
Che's understanding of "Two, Three, Many Vietnams:" a strategy to
overextend and defeat US imperialism.
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The Vietnamese say: "If the resistance is strong, even a Hawk
may be forced to withdraw. If the resistance is weak, even a
Dove may be tempted to invade."

By forcing the US to use its entire array of weapons, Vietnam
stripped all pretense from US neocolonialism.Anti-US demonstrations took
place in the Phillipines, Mexico, Lebanon, Iran and Argentina. This showed
an inherent instability in the US empire. Neocolonial governments faced
pressure from their own people to oppose'the Vietnam War or face rebellion
at home.

The US attempt to win the war exacerbated the US balance of
payments and produced ;l monetary crisis. Skyrocketing inflation and
unemployment at the same time -supposedly an impossibility under
"modern capitalism" - cut into· the living standards of Third World people,
working people, and the poor throughout the US.

The deteriorating economic situation of the US has meant that its
domination over rival advanced capitalist countries is under greater attack
and is no longer as secure. The growing strength of Japan and the EEC pose
new conflicts for US imperialism.

There is no doubt that the present political isolation of US
imperialism -evidenced in the recent UN decision to declare Puerto Rico a
colony, the Arab and African stand against US-backed Israeli-zionism, the
world condemnation of the US and NATO support for Portugal's African
wars, the admission of the People's Republic of China to the UN, recognition
of Cuba by a number of Latin American countries- canl'be traced to US
defeat in Vietnam.

NATIONAL VICTORY

The victory won by the Vietnamese against US imperialism IS

plainly reflected in the Cease-Fire Agreement:

The United States and all other countries respect the
independence, sovereignty, unity and territorial integrity of
Vietnam as recognized by the 1954 Geneva Agreements ~m
Vietnam.

and
The United States will not continue its military involvement
or intervene in the internal affairs of South Vietnam.

The Agreement further states that the United States will dismantle
its military bases in South Vietnam, will withdraw all military forces
including advisers, and will not introduce new military personnel,
armaments, munitions and war material into South Vietnam.

This is a statement of the goals of the National Liberation Front
since its founding in 1960 -goals that the US government was forced to
accept and sign after thirteen years of aggression.
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The period of total war and attempted genocide has been defeated,
and the US now has been forced into a public recognition of the NLF
program. The Vietnamese victory came at a phenomenal cost to the
Vietnamese people and their homeland: their suffering was incalculable. Yet
their victory is of enormous consequence. The Vietnamese people, through
massive mobilization and the successful carrying out of a people's war of
liberation, drove out the US invading force, and thereby checked the
advance of US imperialism.

The Vietnam War shows that an organized, united Third World
nation can hold off and eventually defeat the full force of US imperialism.
This is a major blow to the US attempt to convince, peoples, including those
within its own boundaries, that it is "invincible."

The Vietnamese strategy was based on the mobilization of their
own people. They raised people's war to a new level of heroism and
humanity, applying the strategy to Vietnamese conditions. The Vietnamese
say: "If the r~sistance is strong, even a Hawk may be forced to withdraw. If
the resistance is weak, even a Dove may be tempted to invade." The
Vietnamese liberation forces were able to defeat each successive US strategy.
The Tet Offensive of 1968 showed that 500,000 US troops would not be
enough to maintain the US in Vietnam.

Nixon created the policy of "Vietnamization" -changing the color
of the corpses. It was a failure militarily, defeated in the invasions of
Cambodia and Laos, and in the 1972 Final Offensive. It was these defeats,
capped by the failure of Nixon's late December bombings of Hanoi and
Haiphong, which forced him to withdraw US forces just as the French were
obliged to withdraw after their defeat at Dien Bien Phu. The Vietnamese
refer to the destruction of 1/5 of the entire US B-52 fleet over Hanoi and
Haiphong during the bombings as the Dien Bien Phu of the skies.

Chapter 1, Article 1. of tne Cease-Fire Agreement states simply and
clearly that the US accepts the definition of Vietnam "recognized by the
1954 Geneva Agreements on Vietnam." This says that Vietnam is one
country, temporarily divided.

The full measure of US defeat can be judged when one considers
that in 1954 the US 1) refused to accept the Geneva Agreements; 2)
immediately set out to subvert them by installing a neocolonial puppet
regime in Saigon; and 3) fought the longest war in US history to maintain
two Vietnams.

"ALL FOR VIETNAM"

The vanguard nature of Vietname;;e liberation in the past decade
means that we can approach the difficult question of class. analysis,

consciousness and potential, by looking at how various groups within society
were affected by anti-war struggle. This. way we. avoid an idealist or
opportunist class analysis, and begin with our understanding, based on
practice, of the leading anti-imperialist forces in society. Black and Third
World people, and young people -especially students and members of the
armed forces- responded to the Vietnam War in the most consistently
principled way. These are the forces within society who kept open the
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possibility of joint action between the oppressed in our country and those in
the Third World. Because of its anti-imperialist perspective, the ~ ew Left
became a cutting edge for the expression of working-class consciousness and
commitment. Support for the leading force in the fight against the common
enemy is the esse~tial and necessary content of proletarian internationalism
here and now.

Many organizations pay lip-service to the anti-imperialist struggle.
But those movement organizations, who, in practice, did not come to give
full support to the Vietnamese struggle as the main priority of class struggle
made a serious error. This was especially true during the 1972 Final
Offensive, when -between the launching of the offensive on March 31,
1972, and the signing of the Cease-Fire Agreement on January 27, 1973
-the slogan of the movement should have been: "All for Vietnam!" By this
measure we criticize our own practice during the Final Offensive, when we
organized under this slogan, but were not successful in carrying out our full
program, especially at the time of the Christmas bombings of Hanoi and
Haiphong.

This does not mean that organizing among women, students or
workers should have been deferred so that we all could work on
mobilizations. It does mean that the period of the Final Offensive was a

unique time in history, when a specific struggle of momentous consequenceto the overall weakening of imperialism was in a decisive stage that required
full and uncompromising support. It will be a great leap if we can learn to
identify those crucial times when a particular anti-imperialist focus becomes
the central strategic task of our movement.

Today, many of the same errors continue to play themselves out in
various movement responses to the continuing imperialist aggression in SE
Asia.

A major error is to be blind to Vietnam's victory. This mistake does
not distinguish between victory and Final Victory. There are many victories
still to be won in Vietnam: the defeat of the puppet regime in the South,
reunification of the North and South, the consolidation of socialism
throughout all of Vietnam. But victory in revolution is not like the seventh
game of the world series. Victory is built for over time, thru a series of
successes and failures.

When a variety of quantitative changes achieve a point of
qualitative change, this can be considered a victory. The defeat of US ground
troops provides an example: for three years the Vietnamese fought the full
force of the US armed forces on the ground. In that time there were many
defeats and losses as well as many" victories. By Tet, 1968, the successes had
become the direction of the war. The Tet offensive was extremely costly to
the Vietnamese liberation fighters; it was also the decisive point in the
victory over US ground forces. It was the point at which Vietnarpese victory
became inevitable, and the remaining question became: "At what cost?"
The Vietnamese demand for this stage of the struggle was for US ground
troops to leave their soil, to allow the Vietnamese themselves to resolve the
conflict. This has been partially achieved and is the essence of the victory of
the Cease-Fire Agreement.
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Another major error is to say that the anti-war movement was
powerless and failed to affect the outcome of the war. These are words we
hear from Nixon. They are destructive lies. Don't do the State's work.

With an enemy as powerful as US imperialism, every people's
victory is to be treasured and claimed. To deny the major accomplishments
of our movement leaves the people weak and demoralized. In our statement
"Common Victories" on the occasion of the signing of the Cease-Fire
Agreement we said:

We urge all opponents of the government's war policies to
allow themselves to seize and celebrate this triumph. We
welcome the renewal which comes from sharing the
aspirations of a heroic people. Distrust of the Nixon-rulers
must not blind us to the light of Vietnam. Without savoring
our common victories, we become cynical and paralized.
Expecting everything, we discard anything less. Now the
Vietnamese can order their unification, plant and harvest,
heal and teach, in their own time.

The movement played a specific and important role. Without it, the
Johnson-Nixon governments would most likely have:

-launched a land invasion of North Vietnam

-waged tactical or full nuclear war
-started a war with China
-bombed the dikes of North Vietnam

These were all genocidal weapons in the ruling-class arsenal.
Without a growing anti-war movement, without drastic escalation in the
nature and militancy of our resistance, they might have been used. The
political cost at home for each successive strategy became an 'important
point in deterring the use of these weapons.

A point of great resistance to the war was the May, 1970 youth
rebellions in response to the US invasion of Cambodia. The uprising forced
Nixon into an early withdrawal from Cambodia and resulted in legislation
prohibiting direct US intervention in Cambodia. Perhaps most importantly,
Nixon did not dare use massive US troops in the subsequent invasion of
Laos. This restriction aided the stunning victory of the Pathet Lao -a
decisive defeat for Nixon's strategy of extending the war throughout
Indochina.

The anti-war movement can count other significant successes in a
decade of resistance. Never in the entire history of the did the rulers have
a harder time controlling the minds that pulled. the triggers than in Vietnam.
Active duty enlisted people developed high consciousness about the nature
of imperialism. Military insubordination, desertion, sabotage, and fragging
weakened the imperial army and made it unreliable. a result, US ground
forces can no longer be counted upon as a dependable weapon of
counterinsurgency. It is very difficult to imagine sending an army that has so
many Blacks and Third World soldiers to put down wars of liberation in
Africa or to side with Israeli zionism in the Mideast.

Military conscription has been abolished.
somewhat futile attempt to rebuild a strong
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.A third major erroris to say that the struggle of an underdeveloped
country like Vietnam is so fundamentally different from our own that there

.are no lessons to be learned. The Vietnamese people have taught us a lot if
we are able to open ourselves and learn:

- They have shown in practice how to build a revolutionary culture
based on internationalism and total commitment to the struggle. In the days
immediately following the coup in Chile, the police occupied a large factory.
About 20 workers died in combat and a young Vietnamese who had been
there since June 1973, learning the technology of food production, climbed
on the roof, filled his pockets with dynamite sticks and jumped on top ofa
police bus as it was coming into the courtyard. He was killed along with 40
policemen. The Vietnamese have shown in practice how to respond to
set-backs and defeat by mobilizing and continuing to build forward motion.
Victory lies in collective unity, courage and sacrifice.

- The leading role of women in the Vietnamese struggle has been a
lesson and an inspiration to oppressed people everywhere. The high number
of women in Thieu's jails -over 100,000- indicates the role women play in
the liberation movement. Tens of thousands have been active in the guerrilla
army. The Women's Union of South Vietnam has been a leading organization
of the liberation struggle. Elderly women composed the Army of Mothers of
Fighters, bringing food and medicine to the soldiers on the battlefield. The
desertion rMe of the Saigon army, which soared to 20,000 per month during
the 1972 Final Offensive, was partly the work of the political army of
women known as the Long-Haired Army~

In 1970, while working in the rice fields, a mother and
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daughter-in-law were raped and killed hy US soldiers. This drove a group.of
Saigon women, indudingMrs. Ngo Ba Thanh, a lawyer with a Ph.D. frum
Columhia University, to organize the Committee to Defend the'Right to Live
and the Dignity of Vietnamese Women. Their demands were that the dignity
of women be respected, that the right of women to struggle be recognized,
that US troops be withdrawn, and that a coalition government in South
Vietnam be formed.

Two Vietnamese women leaders are especiallyknowtl and loved
around the world. Madame Nguyen Thi Binh is.the Foreign Minister of the
PRG ofSVN. Now 47, she has participated continuously in the struggle since
she was eighteen years old. At 24 she was imprisoned and tortured hy the
South Vietnamese police under French direction. Today she is working in
her office in Quang Tri Province. .

Madame Nguyen ThiDirih, from a poor peasant family, is now the
Deputy Commander-in-Chief .of the armY of the PRG oLSVN .. She was
seventeen when· she joined the resistance. In 1945. she led the first armed
uprising against the' French, and in 1960 she led the first armed uprising
againstthe US supported dictatorship of NgoDinh Diem.

~Prior to. the Vietnamese victory the US seemed invincihle. In.our
lifetime we had not heenaware of any US defeat. Of course the US didn't
win in· Korea, .hut this iriformation was skillfully hidden from us. This
knowledge affects our ability toconceiye of revolution in our country;

-The Vietnamese organized around the idea that there is a
difference between the people of the US and the government of the US. By
so doing they helped .lllake it. real. A major· reason for the success of th~
anti-war movement here was . the friendship extended by the Vietnamese

people to the US people. . ..> ••• •• • >

-The significance of the Cease-Fire Agreementis that the strength
of people -in Vietnam, around the world,in the USitself- was pitted against
a handfuL of men who control technological power and the means of
violence. A small poor country can defeat the largest richest power inthe
world, provided its people are united and its cause is just.

What an ominous message for the US empire. What an inspiration
and comfort for all people.

SUPPORT THE VIETNAMESE STRUGGLE

P~opleareprotest~weary and now some have been put to sleep. They
helieve",the media, not only that the war is over, hut that the conflict has
receded into the hackground. Our movetnent.is very much undennined by
accepting these lies. Not only does it alienate us from our history and so
prevent a maturing of· movement, hut it is also a betrayal of the Vietnamese.

We cannot makethe mistake of waiting until the war heats up again
to respond to imperialist plans. Our inaction increases the chances of US
military reintervention. Thieu would fall if the US cut off all aid..

Support for the Vietnamese revolution can be incorporated into
individual practice as well as the program of anti-imperialist organizations.
Whatever work we do, in day care centers, in factories, on the streets or in
jails, education about Vietna!",support for the demands of the Vietnamese
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peo.ple, and resistance to. Nixo.n's aggressio.nare prio.rities fo.r revo.lutio.naries
o.rganizingat this time. Vietnam sho.uld playa ro.le in o.ur everday wo.rk;

It is true that Vietnam wo.rk canno.t be sustained if it is iso.lated
fro.m the building o.f the left. Ho.wever, a left which do.es no.t relate to.
Vietnam is no.t a healthy left.

FOUR MAIN ISSUES

ATTACKS ON LIBERATED ZONES

Thieu and his administratio.n have been saying that they expect a
military o.ffensive by the No.rth, but it is Thieu's fo.rces that are guilty o.f
attacking and attempting to. reco.nquer liberated territo.ry. So.uth Vietnamese
pilo.ts have dro.pped US-made bo.mbs fro.m US-made planes all o.ver the
liberated zo.nes. Thieu is using the pretext o.f an o.ffensive to. co.ver his o.wn
vio.latio.nso.f the Agreement and as an excuse to. get mo.re advanced weapo.ns
and mo.re mo.ney fro.m the US, in vio.latio.n o.f the Agreement. His friend
Nixo.n may no.tlast as the US president and Thieu kno.ws he has little
suppo.rt left.

NO AID TO THIEU

In the Agreement, the US reco.gnized the reality o.f two. separate
zo.nes o.f administratio.n, two. go.vernments and two. armies in the So.uth.
Nixo.n has since denied this in his statements. In the Agreement, the US
pledged no.t to. impo.se an administratio.n Dr po.litical perso.nality, to. respect
the So.uth Vietnamese peo.ple's right to. self-determinatio.n. But US aid and
weapo.ns maintain the Thieu administratio.n. We must warn the peo.ple o.f the
risk o.fwar.

HEALING THE WOUNDS OF WAR

The US has failed to. ho.no.rArticle 21 o.f the Agreement which calls
fo.r the US to. "co.ntribute to. healing the wo.unds o.f war and to. Po.st war
reco.nstructio.n o.f the Demo.cratic Republic o.f Vietnam (No.rth) and
thro.ugho.ut Indo.china. "

POLITICAL PRISONERS

The Agreement calls fo.r the release o.fall po.litical priso.ners held in
Thieu's priso.ns. But o.ver two. hundred tho.usand peo.ple remain impriso.ned
by Thieu fo.r po.litical beliefs and actio.ns.

At the time o.f the signing o.f the Agreement, Thieu reclassified
tho.usands o.f po.litical priso.ners as "co.mmo.n criminals" as a tactic to. avo.id
their release. Many o.f these peo.ple are leaders o.f the anti-Thieu,
no.n-co.mmunist, neutralist gro.up -the third fo.rce in South Vietnamese
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politics. According to the terms of the Agreement, they are supposed to help
form the new tri-partite Government of National Reconciliation and
Concord. Their release is essential to the successful implementation of the
Agreement.

The South Vietnamese prisons and tiger cages are built by the US
construction combine RMK-BRJ (Raymond, Morrison, Knudson & Brown,
Root and Jones). Smith and Wesson manufactures the handcuffs used in the
Saigon jails. Prison officials are trained and their funds are supplied by only
one source: the US government. '

.•;;"c,,;'r.o\ll,,'; .Kli~_

C'~".i··:.~~t;.'':::;~'L·>

A PROGRAM TO FOCUS ON VIETNAM

JUSTICE TO WAR CRIMINALS: AMNESTY FOR RESISTERS

The criminals of this period are the aggressors, the imperialists, the
war-makers. Some are corporate leaders who built the sophisticated tools of
death; some are government bureaucrats who wrote the contingency plans
for bombing the dikes; those responsible for ecological devastation and
teaching new methods of torture. Some are the perpetrators of massacres
and urban bombings. The Pentagon Papers give a partial list of the crimes
and the criminals; the Watergate revelations and dissection of the Nixon
organization provides another partial listing. The criminals must be brought
to justice.

The heroes and heroines of this period are those who opposed -no
matter how inarticulately, not matter what the medium- the aggression in
Vietnam. This includes deserters and draft resisters, those dishonorably
discharged and those still in stockades, the court marshalled and the fraggers.
It includes the thousands of G.1. 's who left the service with less than

honorable discharges. It also includes civilians who were arrested and charged
with acts of opposing the war, those who lost jobs and sacrificed careers,
those who are fugitives or still in prison for their opposition.
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Those who opposed the war in Vietnam deserve total vindication.
Raise the demand:
A SINGLE-TYPE DISCHARGE FOR ALL VETERANS!
UNCONDITIONAL AMNESTY FOR ALL WAR RESISTERS!

THE WAR TO EXPLAIN THE WAR

The falsification of history of the Vietnam War began years ago and
continues to this day. The falsification of history is a most powerful weapon,
used against Black people, working people, women and Native Americans.
Nixon and his strategic advisors -his coterie of ad men- have generated vast
energy, spent millions of dollars and used every political swindle to hide the
true story of the Vietnam War from the US people.

Nixon and his class are scared because the Vietnam War exposed so
much. It is essential to them to convince the US people that withdrawal was
"peace with honor," that resistance to the war inside the US never had any
effect or consequence on its end, that Vietnam was the "most selfless war in
history." The barbaric Christmas bombing was murder for propaganda -a
cruel attempt to cover US defeat with a show of terror. POW's have been
used, trying to whip up a mood of tinny patriotism and panicky reaction
where it would be easy to attack anti-war people and justify the most
barbarous Nixon policies. It hasn't worked, but the battle is far from over.

We must all become teachers, using pictures, maps, books, slides,
and newspaper clippings as tools. The true history of Vietnam must be taken
to the people and fought for. The War to Explain the War should not be
taken lightly by us; it is taken dead seriously by our enemies.

TIlE PROVISIONAL REVOLUTIONARY GO VERNMIlNT (JP. • ..••..OF SOUTH VIETNAM ~

The Provisional Revolutionary Government of South Vietnam is an
internationally recognized government. It receives aid from many socialist
countries. In a beautiful and historic act of international solidarity, Fidel
Castro visited Quang Tri Province last year, the first head of state to enter
liberated South Vietnam. In the liberated zones, the foundation for socialism
is being built. South Vietnam could possibly develop the next socialist
revolution to occur in the world. Support for the PRG is a priority.

Life in the liberated zone~, of South Vietnam is organized
collectively and run for the benefit of the whole people. North Vietnam has
made tremendous sacrifices and served as the base area for the liberation in
the South. With time, the liberated zones will grow in size and population, as
more and more Vietnamese flee the oppression and dislocation of life under
Thieu. WithOUTthe countryside, the cities cannot survive and will eventually
fall.

The liberation armed forces continue to grow and continue to
retaliate for attacks made by Thieu forces against the PRG territory. Only a
massive re-intervention of US ground troops can postpone the eventual
collapse of the Saigon regime. Recognizing this, Nixon tries to ignore the
PRG, referring to Thieu as the "legitimate" government of South Vietnam.
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The strength of our support for the PRG will affect how long it takes for
reunification to occur. The revolutionary movement must demand that the
Cease-Fire Agreement be upheld and raise the slogan:

DEFEND THE PRG

•••••••••••••••••••••••

NO AID TO THIEU
FREE ALL POLITICAL PRISONERS

DEFEND THE PRG
HANDS OFF LAOS

US OUT OF CAMBODIA

•••••••••••••••••••••••
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We are a people who understand the price of solidarity. Many
people who are living in comfort, who do not suffer from
hunger or cold, whose house stays here for a hundred years
not destroyed at all, they do not understand the price of
solidarity. But we understand what solidarity means no
matter how small it may be. In our people, there is a saying:
a piece of bread for you when are hungry is more precious
than a banquet when you are better ... That is why, dear
friends, don't believe that your actions are so
ineffective ... please don't believe here that anything you
state in solidarity with Vietnam, anything you are doing, any
min u te you spend in the cold before the American
embassy ... any poster painted on the wall ... all these acts
are more valuable for us than all the gold you may give us.

Le Van Sau
PRG representative
December 2, 1972
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